Introduction
Improvisation - I call this an “improvisational” game because
the action and details in a Mythic adventure are concocted
as you go along. In most RPGs, a Game Master (GM) cooks
up an adventure, complete with details, and then runs the
players through that adventure. In Mythic, you can start an
adventure with zero details. The players, and the Game
Master (if there is one), come up with the details as the
adventure progresses. The mechanics of Mythic are designed
to facilitate this process smoothly.

W

elcome to Mythic, a universal, improvisational roleplaying game. If you are a veteran role-player, then you
will likely find much in this chapter that is old hat to you.
However, it still contains concepts unique to Mythic, so you’d
best give this section at least a cursory skim through. If you’re
new to the role-play gaming world, then this section will
hopefully clear up any confusion you have as to what this
craziness is all about.

WHAT IS A
ROLE-PLAYING
GAME?

Adventure - This is the term Mythic uses for a complete,
played-out storyline. This consists of a quest or mission,
from beginning to end. Usually, an adventure will take from
one to two play sessions (about two to four hours or more)
of actual game time. You can think of this as a complete
story, like a movie or book.

Those veterans who are still with me are probably
groaning now. You have seen this headline in various forms
about a zillion times. For those of you new to this genre of
games, you’re in for a treat. A role-playing game is,
basically, virtual reality. People sit around a table, pretend
to be characters (just like in a movie), and go on quests and
missions.
The action in a role-playing game (or RPG) takes place
entirely in your imagination. Your character can be anyone,
or anything, you want to be. There are no limits. The rules
set forward in this RPG, as all others, give you the
parameters you need to operate in this virtual reality. This
mostly consists of rules for advancing the story and
performing “task resolution,” or seeing whether a character’s
action succeeds or fails.
Following are some terms you should become familiar
with:

Game Master - The Game Master (or GM) is the person
who commonly runs an adventure for the players. The GM
is in charge of all details concerning the world of the
players and their characters. They describe the scenes, tell
what is happening, and decide the outcome of character
actions. You can think of the GM as the story narrator. She
is also the person who knows and applies all of the game
rules. You will find that in Mythic, however, a GM is not
always necessary.
Emulator - I call Mythic a Game Master Emulator because
you can use Mythic to take the place of a real, live GM.
You will see what I mean later.
Player - The player is you, the person playing this game.
We use this term to distinguish you from your character ...
Character - The character is the player’s persona in the
game world. You will use a character sheet to record all
details about your character, just like a dossier in the real
world. Characters can, and probably should, have
personalities much different from your own. A character
can be anyone you want.

Universal - Mythic is a Universal RPG. This means that
the rules within these pages are generalized to any type of
game you want to play. They work just as well for a science
fiction world as they do for a fantasy or super-hero universe.
Setting-specific RPGs have rules specifically tailored to a
unique genre and place, such as swashbuckling on the high
seas or modern spies. Mythic’s open-ended nature allows
you to import elements from other games to create your
own worlds, or you can start with a brand new setting made
up on the spot. Although Mythic’s rules are universal to
begin with, setting-specific rules will evolve throughout
game-play, giving you the best of both worlds.

Statistics - Characters are described using statistics of
various sorts. These are details, such as “strength” and skills,
which describe who your character is and what he can do.
Attributes - These are statistics that describe a character’s
basic, innate abilities. Attributes are usually a set, finite list,
such as: strength, intelligence, intuition, agility, etc.
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Attributes are used to decide the outcome of some tasks
and help in the development of skills and abilities.
Abilities - These are statistics that describe what a
character can do. Usually, this is a list of skills. These can
also be powers and supernatural abilities.
Strengths & Weaknesses - Many characters will have
specific strengths and weaknesses beyond their attributes
and abilities. This usually takes the form of bonuses and
penalties for performing certain tasks. For instance, a
character with Eagle Eyes may gain a bonus when firing a
ranged weapon. A character with Sea-Sickness may acquire
a combat penalty when fighting on a ship.
Details - “Detail” is a catchall word for any statistic,
attribute, or ability of a character or item within a Mythic
adventure. “Strength” is a detail for a character.
“Breakability” is a detail for a window. “Password
Complexity” may be a detail of a computer firewall. Details
in Mythic are decided as you go along an adventure. For
instance, a window’s Breakability detail is not important
until a character tries to break one.
Ranks - Every detail in Mythic has a corresponding rank.
A rank is a description of potency ranging from weak to
strong. The higher the rank, the more potent the detail. A
character with a high ranking strength detail is very strong,
for instance. A task with a low rank difficulty is easy to
accomplish.
Non-Player Character - Non-Player Characters (or NPCs)
are the other denizens of the game world besides the player
characters. They have attributes and statistics just like the
player characters have. These are the bad-guys and
supporting cast that the players will encounter in the course
of an adventure. If you are playing Mythic with a GM, the
GM will control the NPC’s actions. If you are playing
without a GM, the players and Mythic will determine what
the NPCs do.
Dice - Mythic uses only ten-sided dice (referred to as D10).
These can be purchased at any game store that sells RPGs
(such as the one you bought Mythic at!) Generally, you

will be asked to roll 1D100. This is done by rolling two
D10, with one die acting as the ten’s digit and the other as
the one’s, resulting in a number from 1 to 100 (double 00 is
100). You may want to get different colored dice to tell
them apart.

HOW MYTHIC
DIFFERS FROM
OTHER RPGS
Most RPGs operate under the principle that there are
players and there is a GM. The GM prepares all the details
of an adventure, and then “runs” the players through that
adventure. This usually requires a great deal of preparation
on the part of the GM and the handling of many details.
Mythic is different in that it requires no preparation
from the GM. Mythic adventures are meant to be played
off the cuff, with perhaps a few minutes of brainstorming to
come up with the initial setup.
Mythic can also be played entirely without a GM. The
same mechanics in Mythic that allow a GM to run an
adventure without preparation also allows a group of players
to do without the GM.
There is more on this in Chapter 1. I just wanted to give
you a heads-up.

NOTES ABOUT
THIS BOOK
In each chapter you will find shaded boxes and “torn
paper” boxes. The shaded boxes provide examples and
clarifications, while the paper boxes offer useful rules. At
the back of this book you will find a summary of most of
these rules, and other bits of useful information collected
for you to find easily. There are also blank character sheets,
adventure sheets, and other forms that you are free to copy
for personal use.

Chapter 1

Mythic Adventures
L

et’s face it: The life of a gamemaster can be a
bummer. There’s the weight of responsibility,
hours of preparation, and keeping track of
everything. And I mean everything!
It’s no mystery why most gaming groups
have one poor schmuck who acts as the
GM every single time. No one else wants
to do it. And who would? Actually playing
is so much more fun.
With Mythic, you can do away with
the GM entirely, if you wish. Or, if your GM enjoys
playing God, Mythic can make adventures more fun for
the GM by eliminating all of that nasty preparation. In a
Mythic adventure, the GM (or players sans GM) can start
an evening’s entertainment with about five minutes of
preparation. As the adventure unfolds, the GM is just as
surprised by the twists and turns as the players are.
Fun for everyone.

No GM, one player
As stated above, Mythic can be used to go solo. But
let’s be honest, none of them are truly satisfying. How
many variations of “Choose-Your-Own” can you go
through before you start longing for something more? Solo
play in Mythic works the same as in group play. You’re
just alone.

One GM, any number
of players
For those who like to be a GM, we have something for
you, too. The same tools that allow Mythic to
automatically generate adventures on the fly without a
GM also work with a GM. This means very little to zero
preparation, if you don’t want to prepare. Simply create
an opening scenario (hey, you can come up with that on
the drive over!) and follow Mythic as it guides you along.
Mythic will throw in its own twists and turns, so the GM
will be just as shocked as the players.
This is not to say, though, that total control is taken
out of the hands of the GM. The GM is free to break
away from the structure that Mythic puts together. If
nothing else, Mythic will generate an adventure skeleton
that the GM can work with. At the most, Mythic will
spin the entire adventure for the GM, whose only job will
be to administer the whole process.

No GM? What you
talkin’ ‘bout Willis!
Mythic is a gaming system that automates the
functions of a living, breathing GM. It works through
interpretation and logical principles. (We’ll get more into
that later. For now, trust me.) The upshot is, with Mythic
acting as your GM, that poor schmuck can finally roll up
a character and get his hands dirty. It also means you can
play solo if you wish (and who hasn’t wanted to do that,
just once?).
How can such a system be used?
I’m glad you asked.

Mythic, stand-alone
Mythic can be played as a complete role-playing game.
The same logic-based tools that guide an adventure along
can also answer other questions, such as “Did Boltar’s
sword hit the goblin?” On its own, Mythic is a free-form
and interpreted system. Much of the details defining a
campaign world will come up as the adventure proceeds.
The rules presented in this book will present Mythic as
a stand-alone game. That way, you can take what you like
and leave the rest, or use the whole enchilada.

No GM, multiple players
Everyone whip out your character! Players decide on
an opening scenario, and perhaps a few details or two, and
Mythic takes it from there. All action is decided through
the asking of yes/no questions and the application of
logical principles. By answering questions, the adventure
moves along, with the occasional random event throwing
players a curve ball. The action is broken into scenes, just
like in a movie, to keep everything straight.

Mythic with other RPGs
Mythic’s main strength is the ability to generate
dynamic, unfolding adventures on the fly. Mythic can
replace the game master even if you’re playing another
role-playing game and not using Mythic rules as the core
rules for your campaign. Mythic takes the place of the
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